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Top Requested Presentations:

Innovative · Inspiring · Authentic

SPEAKER SHEET

Business Leader, Speaker, Advocate, Writer, and Mentor
Aneesa Muthana is a hands-on leader with extensive experience in almost every 
aspect of a production machining environment. After three decades as CEO and 
owner of Pioneer Service, Aneesa attributes her success to building a team that 
embraces continuous improvement, diversity, and leading-edge technology. A 
keynote speaker, member of several boards, and a Modern Machine Shop 
contributor, Aneesa captivates her audience with a blend of hard-won knowledge, 
humility, and a touch of humor. Though she often speaks about diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DEI), Aneesa tosses aside old stereotypes of “Boomers vs. 
Millennials” and men vs women. In their place remains her message of finding 
common ground through mutual respect.

Technology alone won’t get it done. Learn how and where to plant the seeds of partnership and about practical 
methods of keeping your team happy and productive with only minimal use of donuts. Other topics include when to 
fire a customer and the part outreach plays in safeguarding your business’s future.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)
Diversity and inclusion fail when they become less about company culture and more about “checking boxes.” Done 
right, diversity drives innovation and taps a larger pool of employees, but only if companies take the time to define the 
term. Yes, it begins with gender, race, and beliefs, but also can include socio-economic and educational background 
( just for starters!). If diversity means hiring from wide-ranging backgrounds, then inclusion means making everyone 
feel like they belong. This session explains the benefits of achieving both and highlights the significance of company 
culture in the effort.

Breaking Boundaries with Your Identity Intact
Feel like an outsider in your company or industry? The answer to finding success starts with being true to yourself. You 
will have setbacks. Someone will always be eager to remind you of any failure. Sometimes, that person might even be 
a voice in your head. Breaking boundaries is anything but easy. Perfection is not a prerequisite. Be authentic, express 
yourself, listen to those you respect, and work hard! Self-awareness means understanding both your weaknesses and 
your STRENGTHS—and being willing to work on the former while staying humble about the latter. Believe in what you 
have to offer, hustle to show it, and remember who you are. The world will take notice. #YouBelong

Recruiting Your Personal Board of Directors
Strong leaders don’t go it alone—they surround themselves with the right people. A personal board of directors 
(PBOD) is an inner circle of people you admire, whether friends, family, or business associates. Usually informal, these 
boards provide boundless opportunities for learning, venting steam, or something in between. Learn what “roles” I look 
to fill on my PBOD, where to find these wonderful people, and how to approach them about it.

Business - Leadership - Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)

Digital Transformation (IIoT) - Women Motivational - Mentorship

TOPICS

The data-driven analytics and automation provided by the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Industry 4.0 can 
provide substantial rewards to small and midsize manufacturers. However, the road to Digital Transformation is not 
without risk. Learn where to begin, how to get your team to buy-in, and how to get the most from your data. Most 


